With the rapid growth of the world-wide web,the general purposecrawler and search engine poses scaling challenges. In this content, digital libraries plays vital role as the information available in Digital links belongs to almost every domain. In this paper a Novel Design of Information Retrieval System for Digital Libraries is being proposed. The goal of proposed design is to selectively download pages that are relevant to a pre-defined set of Digital Library. Thus, these areneeded to download this type of information that contains various research documents and other multimedia data.
Introduction
World Wide Web, abbreviated as WWW or W3 and commonly known as the Web, is a system of interlinked hypertext documents accessed via the Internet. With a web browser, one can view web pages that may contain text, images, videos, and other multimedia and navigate between them via hyperlinks. Digital information retrieval is a process of extracting large amount of information from World Wide Web. At CERN in Geneva, Switzerland, Berners-Lee and Belgian computer scientist Robert Cailliau proposed in 1990 to use Hyper Text to link and access information of various kinds as a web of nodes in which the user can browse at will", [2] and publicly introduced the project in December. [3] "The World-Wide Web was developed to be a pool of human knowledge, and human culture, which would allow collaborators in remote sites to share their ideas and all aspects of a common project." [4] 
General Web Search Engine
A convention search engine retrieves the information from WWW [6] . The major modules of a web search engine are a Crawler, an Indexer, a Query Engine and a Ranking Engine.
crawlers: A crawler is a software that traverses a web automatically and downloads the Pages for search engine. It downloads the pages by using seed URL.
Repository: All the pages downloaded by crawler is kept in a temporary storage called As repository.
Indexer module: Indexer module does the indexing.
Indexing creates the compressedDescription of pages.The crawling and indexing process is a query independent process.
Query module:
User fires the query to search engine using this module. This module is aQuery dependent module.
Ranking:
Ranking module places the most relevant page on the top. It is calculated by theFormula PR(a)=q+(1-q)∑PR(pi)/C(pi).
The conventional search engine is not able to search digital information like digital files, e-prints/pre-print files. The amount of the digital information is growing tremendously since last 10 years. The proposed method helps to search indexed digital information which is beyond the reach by conventional search engine.
Review of OAI-PMH
The interoperability of e-print/pre-print and digital data servers can be increased by usingOpen Archives Initiative Protocol for Metadata Harvesting (OAI-PMH). Such a servers host a scientific and technical papers. The rising cost of technical journals head lead to the development of pre-print servers. This allows the scholars and researchers to deposit their articles into these servers which allow rapid extraction of information compared to the traditional print journals. The growth of e-print/pre-print repository creates the problem of information overload as well as some other general problem like:
The end-users/scholars may not be able to know the existence of a repository. Overlapping of coverage in terms of subjects. Multi-disciplinary nature of subjects needed the documents to be kept at a number of repositories. Discipline-specific and institution-specific archives created duplication efforts. The end-users/scholars had to search individual repositories to get documents of his interest. Also, it was undesirable to require scholars to deposit their work in multiple repositories.
To solve the above motioned problems, there is need to from a framework to integrate these e-print/pre-print archives. The major need is to define an interface to permit e-print servers to expose their metadata for the articles it held so that search services could harvest its meta data.
Digital Data Link (DDL)
Digital data linkis defined as "'data about data"' describing the information about an object. The NSDL Metadata Primer [5] defines metadata as "Structured, standardized descriptions of resources. The resources may be digital or physical resource which aids in retrieval and use of these resources for example indexing in book is a good example of metadata describing the details about the chapter, title in each chapter and page number respectively. Metadata can be produced for all sorts of objects like Books, Journals, Images, and Learning Materialsetc. Moreover various metadata standards MARC for material in library catalog, MPEG for Images, LOM for Learning Materials etc.Metadata therefore allows a precise and standardized way of describing content in discrete packages called metadata records.
The Dublin Core is a metadata standard for describing a range of digital objects, and contains a set of 15 metadata elements (e.g. Title, Creator, Subject, Description, Publisher, Contributor, Date, etc.). Dublin Core is important as it is often mandated as a minimum metadata requirement [7] [8].A simplified example of a Dublin Core (dc) metadata record describing this article is included below. 
Some Existing ServiceProviders[11]
The job of service providers is similarly to web crawler of search engines. Service provider harvest the metadata exposed by data provided by individually going to their repositories. This harvested metadata is later on collected in database in XML format and then passed to provide and integrated search interface and browsing indices 
Electronic Thesis/Dissertation OAI Union Catalog
Description: This is a service built by harvesting metadata from Open Archives of electronic theses and dissertations. The underlying technology is based on layered Open Archives with data being harvested from source archives and then stored in a Union Catalog. This Union Catalog is then frontended with a search engine for demonstration purposes, but the data is just as easily accessible to other service providers, both local and remote.
Problem associated with the above maintained service providers.
The mentioned search technologies are not able to index the digital libraries as the crawler used by them does notdownload them; we proposed a framework, a novel architecture which will help in searching the shared digital libraries with the help of OAI-PMH and Dublin Core (DC).
Proposed Framework for Searching the Digital Information
To search the e-print files, we need to collect the data from different sources like web sites or from different digital libraries, content of Books, Journals, Images and Learning Materials etc. Thiscollected information from different web sites links is stored in DDL-Link as shown in Fig. 1 . The crawler pick one by one links and deposits in web repository where it is to be first converted into text file and then check for any duplicate data. Duplication of data is computed [9, 10] by using fingerprint [10] for each web pagethat is a succinct (say 64-bit) digest of the characters of that page. If fingerprints of two web pages are equal then we test whether the pages themselves are equal, and if ithappens to be equal then we declare one of them to be a duplicate copy of the other. If the page contains the duplicate data then live that page and then go for the next one. In such a situation, we only index one copy of web page. After getting the 100% fresh page we send it to the Dublin Core for Metadata (the different 15 element of the metadata) and for more detail we get download 512kb of file from beginning of file (BOF) and end of file (EOF) each (1 MB of metadata from each file).
From the text we make the Inverted Index after applying the Tokenization by which we get the token from the text. 
Component Wise Details

Digital Data Link (DDL) Seed URLs
Digital data link seed URLs consist of pre-defined links which is updated time to time, from which we select one link at a time and send it to the Crawler to fetch the data and send it to web repository as shown in Fig.2 . Digital seed URL is data structure that contains all URLs to be downloaded DDL seed URLs is implemented by collection of FIFO sub queue in which it is placed is determined by URLs and canonical host name.
Crawler
Crawlersare software programs that traverse the World Wide Web by following hyperlinks extracted from hypertext documents. Crawlers are associated by web search engine to download documents for indexing and ranking. It traverses the web by downloading documents and following embedded links from page to page.
Web Repository
The web crawler downloads the same document multiple times,More over in many cases documents are mirrored on multiple servers to prevent processing of document more than once, web crawler performs fingerprint test to decide if document has already been downloaded or not. In fingerprinting we check whether the document is predownload or fresh one by checking it with the previse file.If it is not fresh we leave that file and go for the next file and again do the same process till we get the fresh file. Later the file is send to the DC generator for further processing. Fig. 3 shows a data structure called document fingerprint set storing a 64 bit checksum of the contents of each download documents.
The data structure maintains two independent set of fingerprints A small hash table kept in memory.
A large sorted list kept in a single disk file.
Dublin Core
In this we take the fresh file and fetch the data (as per the 15 element required) and store it in the metadata as well as 512 kb of file from BOF and EOF (1 MB). The 15 element are taken as per Table 1 .
Algorithm-The Design of Information Retrieval System for Digital Libraries 1) Read a file form the Web Repository.
2) Convert the file in the Text format.
3) Take the finger print of the file. 4) Get it check from previous finger print, If it is their go to step-1 for the next record. Else
Add it in the finger print record. 5) Pass the file to DC to get the 15 element of the DC. 6) Store it in the metadata. 7) Download the text from the file 512 KB from both BOF and EOF. 8) Get it store in the metadata. 9) Get all the metadata indexed for further used. The algorithm shows the process which we have proposedin the framework, in which we have download the file from the digital link seed URL from which we take the URL one by one and get download the data and send to the Web Repository in which the file is first converted into text and then we apply the Finger print on the text file to see that the file is previously downloaded or not.If the fingerprint match with the previous finger print we live that file and for the next file and see its finger print until we get the new file.
When we get the new file it is send to the Dublin Core to fetch the 15 element and the 512 kb of data from both side(from the BOF and EOF) by which we get the 1 MB of file, then we store it in the metadata for further use. After it we send it to get the index (inverted index).
When the user make any request from search engine in which it can search with many choice or single word, which fetch from the indexer to index with various types of ranking methods which gives the best result from all metadata. The flowchart explains the complete process as shown in the fig.  4 . 
Dublin Core Generator
Dublin Core (Metadata) <link rel="schema.DC" href="http://purl.org/dc/elements/1.1/" /> <link rel="schema.DCTERMS" href="http://purl.org/dc/terms/" /> <meta name="DC.title" content="Metadata Definition" /> <meta name="DC.subject" content="Metadata; definition; meta tags; meta; describe; description; keywords; content; information; search engine" /> <meta name="DC.description" content="The definition of Metadata defined and explained in simple language." /> <meta name="DC.publisher" content="#" /> <meta name="DC.type" scheme="DCTERMS.DCMIType" content="Text" /> <meta name="DC.format" content="text/html" /> <meta name="DC.format" content="12285 bytes" /> <meta name="DC.identifier" scheme="DCTERMS.URI" content="http://www.techterms.com/definition/metad ata" /> After applying the entire thing we get the Metadata from the text:-After getting the Metadata send it to indexer to get the token [11] (as soon in example). And make the interface in which we can have search with different level (15 element of DC) and also with the simple content. When the user sends the query for search any file he simply goes to that interface and type the choices and send it for search(as in the flowchart) which is send the request to the index from which we get the result after processing it with ranking them in decreasing order to the user.
CONCLUSION
In this paper we have reviewed the general working of the search engine and its variousComponents and discussed that the digital servers search engine used by OAI-PMH fails to search the indexed digital information. We proposed a framework which makes crawler associated with search engine and DC to search e-print/pre-print document more efficiently.
FUTURE WORK
The proposed work can be modified as:
By exploring the unsaved data in the digital from by scanning them and convert them into text from which we can have many new data which is never explored because they are in hard copy as well as in the hidden Web.
To search topics in video and audio tape format this is not still perfectly searched.
Improving the working of the antivirus software faster and not affecting the working of the system.
